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Queen of Camelot Appointment
I King Arthur I, aka Daryl Arthur Payan I, Appoint Her Royal Majesty,
Princess Merrilee of Solana, in the Higher Realms, for the, “Queen of Camelot “on this Day
24th, of May, 2020. This agreement of the Two cannot be tampered with as no others are in this
Agreement in Amuraca of the New Earth on the Horizon, In which contains, the Highest
regard to the form of Love, Joy, and Enlightenment. This is not a Marriage but a Unification
on how the Answer is always love first in the heart. Miss Merrilee Klein, can Mentor the
Populations around the Earth, from which She has been on a long Journey of Mentoring, Book
Writing, “ TheGame” now Available. It is honorable and much desired in today’s separation and
divisions caring out missions in the same respect, however need an anchor to show how it can be achieved in
the Highest Realms! www.MerrileeofSolana.com So it is!
King Arthur I

8 Point Star Sheriff Badge & Ambassador
To All Countries and Islands Appointment
I Sheriff Daryl Arthur Payan I, Appoint Merrilee Klein,with the 8 Point Star
Sheriffs Badge Crowned with the Republic, 8 Point Star St. Patrick’s Commercial Trading
Bank Flag She now Holds, of Authority, of all Law Enforcement in Amuraca, and to use the
power of the pen through the Whitehouse temporarily to Donald Trump or Federal State under the
Kings Bench Magistrate Court Authority. From time to time, when She sees fit of changes in
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Law to be made with my approval at any given time for the betterment of law, and to rightfully
abolish any law that is not in harmony with our unalienable right, as an Hue-man being. A King or
Queens Prize possessions shall and will be protected, therefore one can call their home a Castle, same
with all private ownership of any belongings a Individual possesses and cannot be levied as a debtor if
no harm by injury to another has occurred, Any Deceitful practices by Companies, Agencies or
Departments etc., by the tyrannical system is to be held accountable as an 3rd party levy debtors, not
creditor of the Kings Creditor, I know this will take some time but it is important to start now. No
more Bills.
It is very important that all Law Enforcement drop their upside-down 5 star badges, or 5, 6 or 7
Star Badges right side up, and come aboard with the 8 point Star Badge in the future, and come
aboard. It is a Kings Creditors Protectorate Badge aligned with the 8 Point Star St. Patrick’s
Flag, and is the Protectorate for all Commerce and Common-law, and Commercial Trade
Enforcement.
Male Salient law is of this Flag, however other beliefs like the Basque do not believe an
Queen or King can be separate in their inheritance. I am Basque and many are throughout
Amuraca and Earth, therefore, I do agree as equals therefore it now can be either, as Queen
Victoria in 1852 New Zealand, wrote their Tribal Constitution to recognize their Sovereignty and
Tribal Law. Merrilee is now in training and I am hoping to simplify the Highest Authority of
the Law Enforcement with this Badge, as an protectorate of Love with it, help the population the
past does not equal the future, and now is now, and can change past behaviors in the negative energies
for 400 years. That has now all changed planetary and is up to each individual to remember the rules
of Love. Merrilee can present this badge if needed to any Enforcement Agency as they are under a
different contract, however, those are not necessarily the highest law formation, some are malevolent not
benevolent in any sense.. There are no more Monarchs orCoronations to be had as the book Good to
be King is a clear indication we were all supposed to be Kings and Queens automatically.
So it is!

King Arthur I /Daryl Arthur Payan I,

